SLIDES AND LADDERS
Plane Shapes

Directions: Roll a die. Move your marker that many spaces. Name the shape. If you are correct, you can stay. If you are not correct, move back. If you land on a ladder, climb up. If you land on a slide, slide down. The first one to the end is the winner!
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Solid Shapes

Directions: Roll a die. Move your marker that many spaces. Name the shape. If you are correct, you can stay. If you are not correct, move back. If you land on a ladder, climb up. If you land on a slide, slide down. The first one to the end is the winner!
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Skill: Shapes
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Teacher Directions:
1. Print game board on cardstock.
2. Laminate.
3. Add a die and game markers for the number of students you want to play.
4. Directions to play are printed on the game board.
5. Ready to play. Enjoy!

THANKS for stopping by and downloading one of my original creations!
Check out my blog....First Grade a la Carte

http://firstgradealacarte.blogspot.com/

Be sure to leave feedback and look for more activities available for purchase at
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